
 

  

Wellness is infectious. That’s what Sexsmith is finding as people 
all over town launch little and big initiatives focused on healthy 
food and active living. Many are inspired by the Sexsmith 
Wellness Coalition, which has done much to expand healthy 
choices since its birth in 2013, earning Communities 
ChooseWell awards each year. In 2016, another Providing 
Health Education award joined the collection.    

Examples of grassroots initiatives are easy to find. There’s the 
healthy school snack program started by concerned parents. A 
pumpkin walk suggested by a student vying to be mayor for the 
day. Non-invasive native flowers planted by students to 
beautify the streetscape. And more.  

Local organizations also caught the wellness bug. The Early Childhood Coalition, for example, launched a Peace 
Park Pass Program with clues involving various parks and a draw for prizes. An elementary school built a 
greenhouse, a welcome asset for teaching as well as eating. 

Seeing those successes, Sexsmith Town Council increased funding for the wellness coalition, as it has in recent 
years. “This is a big deal,” says Melody Sample, who is employed part-time to coordinate the coalition’s work. 
“Funding hasn’t been as easy to come by with the economic downturn. Without town support, we wouldn’t be 
able to do nearly as much as we have.”  

Thanks to that support, Sexsmith residents now have more opportunities to learn about and experience healthy 
living. Drawing on Melody’s expertise in nutrition, the coalition plans to offer an expanding slate of food and 
nutrition workshops. The first, a sell-out, focused on freezer meals. Late in 2016, the coalition partnered with 
FCSS to launch a seniors’ collective kitchen that offers both companionship and healthy meals to eat at home.  

The community garden, previously managed by the local FCSS team, is now under the wellness coalition 
umbrella, opening up new opportunities to coordinate programming. The coalition encouraged townsfolk to 
harvest whatever they could use for the day. They also planted fruiting bushes for community use, 
complementing fruit trees planted in earlier years. As in the past, local greenhouse Braeheid Gardens supported 
those efforts with deeply discounted berry bushes, vegetables, seeds and soil. And summer camp kids helped 
tend the garden. 

Ongoing efforts to build an active and connected community also continue to bear fruit. The walk-run club 
($25/year, kids and seniors free) recovered from a dip in attendance by using a new gym at the Peace River Bible 
Institute in winter and adding programming. Popular offerings include cross country skiing and walking yoga (a 
half hour each of walking and yoga). The coalition also held a Learn to Run clinic before Spring Fling, its annual 
multi-distance walk/run, and added a Turkey Trot to its lineup of fun runs.  

Two playgrounds opened in 2016. One is wheelchair friendly and located on a walking trail that’s being 
connected to existing trails. In addition, there’s a new greenspace intended to serve all ages, conveniently near 
to both a seniors’ centre and a splash park.  

Sexsmith’s ability to engage everyone from the youngest to the oldest in accessible, low-cost, healthy activities 
is its top reason for success in engaging residents, Melody says. By keeping its finger on the pulse of community 
needs and desires, the coalition hopes to see even more grassroots action in future, she adds. “Having a variety 
of ways to encourage healthy living is key to a healthy community.”  
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